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A KEW APPROXIMATION FOR THE EQUATION OF STATE,
VALID P'OR LIQUID A HP uAS.
By A.E.Rodriguez,Doctor of Physios,Univ.of La Plate.
Introduction
It has been only recently that a satisfactorily
0) ,(?■") ,(3), <A)
general kinetic theory of liquids ,capable
of describing the equilibrium as well as the dynamical
properties of a statistical assembly of molecules has
been developed. In the second of this series of papers
(z)
by Professor Max Born and Dr. H.S.ureen ,the latter
devoted some attention to the problem of condensation,
and a new equation of state was obtained,valid for both
phases,liquid and gas.
The present work is particularly concerned with
the study of that equation of state,with a view to
adapting it for numerical evaluation. In the course of
our investigation it has been found that some thermo¬
dynamics! expressions,including that of the equation
(2.)
of state,as given in the original paper ,are not
correct. A new equation,which keeps the main features
of the old one has now been obtained and is given in
t *
Chapter III.
The final expressions,giving the internal and the
free energy,and the equation of state itself,involved
the solution of some integro-differentiel equations,
in order to solve which several assumptions were made.
We have considered it important to include two chapters
(2)
discussing the extent to which these assumptions may
influ^ce the final range of validity of the thermo-*
dynamical expressions. Most of these results are con¬
tained in the paper by ureen,mentioned above.
The equation of state,which has been obtained,is
of course approximate; but it covers both phases,li¬
quid and gas,this being the main feature of the theory.
The liquid differs from the gas by the existence of
real roots of a certain transcendental equation. This
equation,which in the original form contains an inte¬
gral in the left hand-side,has now been reduced,by
using a suitable expansion,to an algebraic rapidly
convergent series. In this form it is easy to make
its analytic continuation without falling into ambi¬
guities of any kind. The expansion also provides the
way of finding its complex and real roots.
(5")
The theory of condensation developed by Mayer
(O,(11,(2)
and others ,is confirmed by the present theory
to the extent that a divergence of the cluster series
is found,which is intimately associated with the pro¬
cess of condensation. On the exact point at which
this divergence occurs detailed calculations do not
confirm that it happens at the density of the saturat¬
ed vapour. The isotherm is continued into the metas-
table region above this density,arising to a maximun
and falling to a subsequent minimun as the density is
increased,much in the way foreshadowed by Van der
(3)
Waals over fifty years ago. The point of divergence is
found as separating the metastable states of the li¬
quid from those of the gas. This point,which from our
standpoint may be considered as a sort of branch point
is identified with that point at. which one of the com¬
plex roots of the transcendental equation becomes reel.
In this way the thermo-dynamical properties are regu¬
lated through the nature of the roots of this equation.
The main object of the present paper is connected
with the solution of this transcendental equation. The
author has succeeded,as has been said,in reducing the
problem to the solution of an algebraic equation of
Sn+l^ degree,2n4l being the number of terms used in the
approximation. One of the chapters is entirely devoted
to a detailed exposition of the method in the most ge¬
neral form.
In chapter VI,the equation of state is given in
terms of the expansion,to show how thtf method permits
the actual evaluation of some integrals involving the
complex roots of the transcendental equation.
Finally a numerical computation has been carried
out for Argon;two isotherms have been calculated,one
for the critical temperature,the other for a much
.
lower one. A chapter includes the complete calculations
for one of the isotherms,that for the critical tempe-
K
rature,in order to show clearly the advantages of the
method. It also provides the means for controlling
(4)
the results.
In this numerical computation,e rather drastic
*
approximation has been used. In point of fact,only the
first three roots of the equation have been taken, into
account. The previous assumptions,which are discussed
in the first and second chapters,already introduce
some approximations,which seem to the author to be of
the same order of magnitude as that involved in the pre
sent evaluation. Better results could perhaps be obtain
ed by taking into account as many as five roots. But
in spite of this crude numerical computation,it is
clearly shown that the approximation is able to pene-
trate beyond the singularity into the liquid region.
In chapter IV we refer incidentally to the free
energy. Here also,it has been found that the expression
(?)
as given in the original paper by ureen is incorrect.
This difficulty,however has been overcome;but the pre¬
sent expression is valid only approximately. The rea¬
son which prevented us in obtaining the exact solution
is related to the appearance of a certain parameter
which was assumed to be a constant,but in fact,is a
function of temperature and density. For the perfect
gas,i.e. over the Boyle point,at which temperature the
first virial coefficient vanishes,this parameter be¬
comes identical with unity;but for lower temperatures
its value may deviate quite largely fromjlt. We have
been able to give an explicit expression for this pa-
(5)
rameter,as a function of temperature and density, it
is a very significant fact that it is by the introduc¬
tion of this dependence on temperature and density of
the parameter,that the critical volume as obtained
from our calculations is nearly equal to that given by
experiment. If on the contrary the value of the parame
ter is assumed to be constant and equal to unity for
all values of temperature and density ,the critical
volume turns out to be twice as large as the actual ex
perimental value.
Further it can be inferred from experiment that
the branch point should move with decreasing tempera¬
ture to higher densities; this would not result from
the theory if the parameter is taken as a constant,
but is obtained correctly if it is determined as a
function of temperature as described.
The author would here gratefully acknowledge the
debt he owes to Professor Max Born,who suggested the
subject of this work,supervised its execution and gave
the author invaluable advice and encouragement. He al-
so is indebted to Dr. H.S.ureen for many helpful
suggestions•
(6)
CHAPTER I. THE KJ.RKWQOD OR SUPERPOSITION APPROXIMATION
As we have indicated in the Introduction we
start by recapitulating very briefly those parts of
Professor Born's and Dr. H.Sureen's papers which have
h
a direct bearing upon our work. It will make it possi¬
ble to discuss the range of validity of some approxi¬
mations which are introduced in order to solve some
complicated integro-differentiel equations.
We consider an assembly of N molecules confined
within the volume V. The position of the ith. molecule
will be specified by the vector Xw,its velocity by
f(tJ ,its acceleration by *7^ ,etc.1 — w
We denote by ( t, xj>.. .3^ TT d*W,the probabi-
lity that h distinct molecules occupy volume elements
dL£("} ctxw, located at res¬
pectively at time t. According to this notation
is the number density,and fl-z/w.,*" the radial distri¬
bution function of the molecular assembly in isotropic
conditions. In a similar way we denote by
K,
( t, ^), |«>, TTdU>the Probabi¬
lity that h molecules,with their velocities in the
range , occupy the volume elements X}1' , clyfi)
at time t. Here •£< is the velocity distribution
function employed in the kinetic theory of gases. It
follows from its definition that ^ satisfy
(1.1) J—• J
(V)
Similarly <jw (^,1°!-^ is defined by
(1.2) ^ i>|, ^''l=
For distribution functions of the same kind we




(1 . 4) ju <*, f"!.. f+rt) *r cf^(ri.k)t
and also for higher distribution functions.
From these definitions there follows,by simple consi¬
deration, the equation of continuity which reads





is the average velocity of the ith. molecule in a group
of h molecules whose positions are specified, it




(.= | ii as t \
,1.8, Y') = ^
(8)
is the average acceleration of the ith. molecule in a
group of h molecules with specified positions and ve¬
locities .
We now assume that the potential function can
he expressed in the form
£ - -k- 2
where ^Cis the mutual potential energy
of two molecules at and . in whet follows it
will he assumed that the intermolecular forces are
l(i j)
central forces,i.e. will depend only on the dis¬
tance 1 between the two molecules.
Since the acceleration of 8 molecule at a point
is given hy
(1.10) f IE. ^d)
it follows an alternative expression to (1.8) for the
mean acceleration
i . i^j) jLk+t)
(111) 4 Et _J_ rciL.u.iu j - - Z- dxo-j ij uyt') ~ X1
j=I — K —
If we insert this expression in (1.7) we obtain the
fundamental equation
,{k 4 ifx f«'i_ j_5 !£j' 4.(1.12) + — ~ va. 3Ji0j
. 2_rr ^
W ' —
We are particularly interested in the solution of
(9)
equation (1.12) for the case of equilibrium,where
(1.13) 0
31
The solution is of the form ^
(1.14) £ - c^s-V e
provided satisfies . t
(1.15) ^ V 4- r ^±11 ^+{)
t>V(!) fex a*01 ^ ferr "^°J
J = »
Equation (1.15) constitutes now the fundamental equa¬
tion. Its solution may be obtained following two
/
differents procedures. The first one consists of





(1.17) J J 1=1
(1.17) is obtained easily by repeated use of (1.3).




^M-VvV ^.v. \> ~/ rr
It is obvious that even for the simplest type of
potential function the integrals that appear in (1.18)
are exceedingly complicated.
(10)
In practice a second procedure is preferable,
since usually one is only interested in obtaining so¬
lutions for h small. In particular we are interested
in the case h=s2,i.e. in finding the form of the radial
distribution function.
But using this procedure one is faced inevitably
with an assumption regarding the form of which
appears under the integrand of (1.15) when putting
hss 2.
The form adopted for ^3 is expressed by
d.19) *«•)=
.
which expresses,that the relative probability la
of the occurrence of a molecule in conjunction
with two others should be the product of the relative
probabilities ^ ^ and vt^ of the
occurrence of the same molecule in conjunction with
each of the others separately.
(1.19) holds only approximately sice in the case
of liquids the molecules are not independent. It is
known as the 'superposition approximation'. We have
some reasons to presume that one can rely on its va¬
lidity even for high densities and low temperatures.
The first one is based on the results which were
obtained by Kirkwood who was the first to suggest and
apply it.
(11)
The second reason is based on the fact that (1.19)
holds exactly for solids,as has been shown by a member
of the Department of Mathematical Physics,Edinburgh
University, A.A. Sabry (not published).
If one introduces (1.19) in (1.15) after putting





(1.204 can be finally brought to the form(see appendix
II in paper quoted as (2.) ),
Aoq . 4*3(1_
J n,1 feX ~~(1,2
_ CC^-f)—[fat^<5)^0 ^
—
r^3 X J.s r tr
the two functions and 4>0f) depend only on the dis¬
tance r between the two molecules. Equation (1.21) was
obtained first by Kirkwood in 1933 for a general po-
L9)
tential and used by Kirkwood and Boggs in 1942 for
'rigid spherical molecules'. It has been shown to give
solutions which are in accordance with experimental
*
data provided by the study of X-Rey scattering by
monoatomic liquids.
(12)
CHAPTER II. THE SOLUTION OF THE INTEGRAL EQUATION.
The solution of equation (1.21) requires




A look to (2.1) shows inmediately that the integrand
contains iMy) quadratically, In order to linearize the
equation it is assumed that Yl*(r) is of the form
ds
(2.2) n.a(r)
Inserting (2.2) in (2.1) one obtains
.<*vs




<*<?)« £ - ±
Let us discuss briefly the way in which (2.3) is
obtained: while the left hand-side follows rigurously,
the right hand-side is only approximate since cubes
and higher powers of 41) have been neglected. This
seems to us to be very reasonable. In fact,it may be
inferred from experimental data that even for rather
low temperatures and high densities the maximun abso¬
lute value of 4**) is of the order of 0.4,which im¬






We shell see later on,that the finel expression
for obtained using this approximation is substan¬




Following ureen,we observe now,that od(y) and ot(rj
are both negligible except for small r,so that,when
multiplied by these factors, may be replaced by
(€--*0 »its average value in the neighbourhood of the
(?•) i
origin. It has been shown by ureen that <Er-=U
when we are in the gas region i.e. for low densities
and high temperatures. But it is also clear that *=*
is actually a function of these two variables. We have
paid some attention to this problem and found an ex¬
plicit expression for in terms of both variables,
which shows that its value may deviate quite largely
from unity for low temperatures. On the other hand it
may be considered practically constant with respect to
density. This will make it possible to find an expli¬
cit expression for the free energy.
After integration by parts, (2.3) becomes
(2.4) <r. j Ct-vr) +€ oiGr+r) <s).s ds
Equation (2.4) is solved by Fourier transform. If one
writes




(2.6) r. ^(y)r= ~^y2 S.o^s)
then (2.4) becomes





(2.9) v:4r) = J r ~ ^ S. £) )
(tttVA J— X—ejJ(s)
At this point we wish to compareour results with
those of Montroll and Mayer . They have found for
the radial distribution function,which we denote by
(m)
vta.(>r) the following expression:
(M) ^ 5i^(rs)
(2.XO Wa(r) = ft?e ('^^T? L I x-fC)
v(gr^"^ 4""" ^
trt=2
nc°where HZ)VV^ , -H2,wv ,etc. represent integrals over
chains of molecules with one internal connection,two
internal connections,etc. respectively. We have for
m*s2,for instance
(2 uc0









For m = 3 we have for instance:
(2.12) ^
V }
which correspond to the 'bond figures'
yAV 'Y^05 '< \iI/\l r\ • • • IXI ^ ■a o. o 4 . o——o «
5 4 5- * S- 4
If we how expand (2.2) we get
(2.13) ai<0r)=^e!'^(r)/feT {i+£vr) ^ %i £
2. j 3 ) 5
Inserting (2,9) we obtain
(2.14) *,<?)- «, e ' } 1 + ^rYX J
Comparing (2.14) with (2.10),we see that for the
special case £*=-1 both expressions are identical ex¬
cept by terms in higher powers of -ftar) which seem to
be then equivalent to the terms under the complicated
, , . .(?•)
integrals Hi)V^ , Ha,'**. ,etc. The effect of ave¬
raging and introducing €■ may therefore be consider¬
ed as a further refinement. In fact one could still
perform an expansion in powers of (fc~0 tnd both ex¬
pressions could be considered equivalents if one
(16)
identifies the remaining terms,coming in one hand
from higher powers of and on the other hand from
the expansion,with those terms of (2.10) which appear
under the summation in the form of complicated inte¬
grals. It is s very significant fact that £• ,as will
he shown in next chapter,only becomes equal to unity
for temperatures and densities corresponding to the
perfect gas,in which case (2.10) and (2.14) become
identical with one another.
It seems to us that Mayer and Montroll have under¬
estimated the range of validity of its equation (2.10),
since according to what follows in the paper mention¬
ed above,it was only used as an approximation in the
gas phase.
We assume now that there is an analytical function
which reduces to for z = r real. (2.9),then
is the most general solution of (2.4) if the path of
integration is chosen as any course from negative to
positive infinity in the complex z-plane,and. in par¬




We shall now define for complex z. For doing




(2.16) %.oi[s) s- ^ Cfe, 6
— 0&
being a complex number in the upper half of the
complex plane. This way of expanding the function
S. o£(s) is based on the fact that for all S > we
have practically S. >as shown in figure 1.
will be shown clearly in chapter V, S.*&) can be
assumed to be represented by the expansion (2.16).
From (2.6),which gives the definition of for
r real,we get after inserting (2.16),
(8.17) yf<r>-
where /
(2.18) Xfc — j
Integration by parts gives,remembering that is a
complex number in the upper half of the complex plane
(18)
(2.19) i-fe= ^
which introduced in (2.17) gives
(2.20) ^ = - JiH7» v
This equation h&s been obtained in the assumption that
r is real end is therefore valid for the real axes.
The function in the right hand-side however is an ene-
f
lytic function of r except for the occurrence of simple
poles at the points ± . The equation (2.20) may
therefore be regarded as a satisfactory definition of
the function 6(v) for all values of r real and com¬
plex,satisfying the following conditions:
(a) reduces to /2>(r) for z=sr real
(b) as lz\~> oa ,uniformly with respect to
arg z,in the upper half of the z-pl&ne.
(19)
CHAPTER III. THE EQUATION OF STATE.
(3.1)
(z)
The pressure p is given by
r°°
tt'iVT—J_ V vtzfy) cf>V)
6 vJ0
In order to obtain an explicit expression for p,
we now expand (2.2) and take only the linear term in
£(?) ,i.e.
-4xr)h,T c r ->
= \n.\ C* i '+ $tr) }(3.2) ^iy)
This approximation is also reasonable;for r>r<y .^be¬
ing the value of r for which •Mr) has its absolute
maximuh,when one substitutes (3.2) in the integral
f
appearing in (3.1),squares and higher powers of -Or)
will not give an appreciable contribution,since the
-fir)
effect of the total correction & is to superimpos
, -4<Vf/feT
on the first factor rt-f. C ' osci llations around a
constant value which will cancel one another when per¬
forming the integration. Contributions coming from
squares and higher powers of £(r) for r <£ rj , are of
course more important,but have been in a way taken
into account by the introduction of the parameter €•









(3.4) ot(?) = T-yjS S <ls
Combining (3.3) and (3.4) we get
( .5) S. w(rS) J,
= j_ fs.s^s)«s
W/* 3.« x-fe ^(s)
___ j r °° X6-S. 3ca) S^vo^rs) dig
— (griff* J-oo X— e 3(s)
The form for as given by equation (3.3)
suggests inraediately an expansion in powers of the den
sity; in fact for gases where I X —€ ^\>0 for all
real s, such an expansion is permissible,and leads to
the following result:
.6) fr. mvr {\- to - > ^1 £ fe 2<?1^A x •>-x
An exact development of the equation of state as
(3
powers series in the density was made first by Ursell
^ ,later improved by Mayer ,Born and Fuchs ^
rg)
and given a quantum generalization by Kahn . The
result may be written as follows
do
^ ^ ?
(3.7) {i- 21 -^rr a'*
s~( 1
so that the quantities are the so-called
virial coefficients. The ^s are rather complicated
integrals and so far analytic expressions have been
Cl3)
found only for the first three .
(21)
(5)
Mayer has shown that the equation (3.7) does not
describe the liquid phase,simply because the infinite
series become divergent on approaching the point of
condensation. The same thing happens to (3.6) when the
transcendental equation j"JO-)= first has a real roc
and so it is clearly seen why the infinite series in
(3.7) diverges. At the exact point where this diver¬
gence occurs however,detailed calculations do not con¬
firm that it happens at the density of the saturated
vapour. The point of divergence is found as separating
the metastable states of the liquid from those of the
gas .
One should conclude accordingly,that a different
method of expansion is required if one wishes to cover
the liquid as well as the gas region. For this purpose
it is convenient to consider the complex roots in
the upper half of the z-plane of the equation
and use instead of (3.3) the alternative expression
(3.5) for ftr) .
It follows from our definition (2.20) that the
conditions
(a) reduces to for z=r real,end
(b) j2>£V^o as \z\-*9>- ,uniformly with respect
to arg z,in the upper half of the z-plane,are satisfied.
By applying a well known theorem of the calculus of
residues, (3.5) becomes
(22)
(2.8) flir)»-^).r -(2TT)>X. }
Inserting (3.8) end (3.2) in (3.1) we obtain after
some calculation,
(3.9, >-& - iih^ +
_ _«© .
. _k."> l£- _ \ V.odty) e ^+ a & 4
/» cVftu.
, a S f2.o^r)e c£Y
ae i~
Equation (3,9) holds equally for the liquid and
the gas. The difference between them arises from the
fact that in the case of the liquid there are two reel
roots which are not included in the u-summation in
(3.9).
Let us discuss what happens for temperature below
the critical temperature. In figure 2 we have plotted
of jifr) ,(case CI) in figure 2) and the fundamental
equation has no reel roots. We interpret this as the
(23)
region of the gas. If we now increase the density,
keeping the temperature constant,we reach a certain
density,(case(2) in figure 2) at which we have two
coincident real roots. This point we interpret as se¬
parating the metsstable states of the liquid from those
of the gas. If the density is increased still more,
one has two real roots(case (3) in figure 2) which of
course are not included in the u-summation of (3.9).
We interpret this region for which equation =
has two real roots,as the liquid phase.
For higher temperatures the upper bound of |A(v) ,
which always occurs at the point r&o,becomes so small
that only at exceedingly high densities the equation
S* — ■■■ - ''r
— \j g. will have real roots. Therefore the liquid
region can never be reached.
Equation (3.9) is our final equation of state. It
can not be put in the form
(3.10) J,= n,feT 11- |j* 4- iff* " +
* '
3 e 3 J $
(2.)
as was given in ureen's original paper because
J t-cUf, =^4 ^.0or'°iCl5
for all complex in the upper half of the complex
plane.
In some previous considerations we mentioned the
(24)
fact that the parameter £ ,which was introduced to
average the function -ftf) ,is not a constant,but a
function of temperature and density.
If we choose as a parameter,equation (3.8),
after multiplication by V*. ,can be brought into
the form
S. <
The first factor in the left hand-side is by definition
equal to (£—t) . Hence we obtain
r. r.
It is obvious from (3.8) that at high temperatures
and low densities ^ -e- 1 since -£(y) is actually
equal to zero.
For comparatively low temperatures and high densi¬
ties will not equal to 1 s^ce "^0 may take con¬
siderable high values. Detailed calculations made for
Argon,as will shown in chapter VII,confirm this argu¬
ment. For this gas at temperatures near the critical
temperature €r =.0.60,and remains constant practically
for all values of density. For the same gas and a tem¬
perature 1=130" K , £-=.0.46.
(25)
CHAPTER IV. THE FREE EKERuY.
In a previous chapter we have found an expli¬
cit expression for the pressure p. it is now possible
to obtain a new expression for the free energy A by
integrating the partial differential equation:
As we observed in chapter III,the parameter €: can
no longer be considered a constant,because in fact is
a function of temperature and density. Numerical eva¬
luation,which we give in chapter VII,shows that its
dependence on density is quite negligible and it may,
therefore,be considered constant if we keep the tempe¬
rature constant.
(4.1)
If we now write
and
equation of state (3.8) can be written
O*
(4.4) *>-«,wr {+
since,according to (4.2) and (4.3) we have
(26)
(4'5) ^
Prom equation \*)^ >it follows since we assume
to be constant with respect to density,that
/ x ^ VX | _(4,6) DV 6N
Hence, (4.1) is inttgrable and it is easy to obtain:Y
(4.7) A.= - { 3to) - ar- +
^ > Cit2. } -+• Thy n./ -+-
\(T") being a constant of integration. By taking \
sufficiently large (4.7) reduces to
(4.8) C A - /ikT £,j n.,)^ s^ajjT
which gives for X0"7 the well known result
(4.9) Y(r) — — N feT T
Inserting (4.9) in (4.7) we obtain finally for A,the
expression
(4.10) -4= -{/*>- +
2 (zt fv.) }+hlkT&Hj n, -irJkTJtoj2X3
(4,10) is of course approximate. It contains not only
the approximations which were used for obtaining the
(27)
pressure p, but is obtained under the assumption that
G is only a function of temperature.
(28)
CHAPTER V. THE SOLUTION OF THE TRAHSCENDENTAL EQUATION
1, The algebraic equation.
We have seen how by using an appropiete expan¬
sion for the function V• °£(r) we have been able to
define the analytic function pQjfc) ; here we shall be
concerned with the solution of the fundamental equation
(5.1) Ye
For real values of the variable r, otjf) satisfies by
definition equation (2.6),i.e.
r 00
(5.2) >f. A(r) s=.—Yr \ s.o<.(s)^fs)d^V
^TT)/3




(s.3) ^(sj= e ' _ i.
Wre assume now that s.^s) admits en expansion of
the type
(5.4) 5<*(s) = E. C^e
fe =T— IrV
being an arbitrary complex number in the upper
half of the z-plane. In what follows the number n in
this sum shall be considered finite. Inserting (5.4)
in (5.2) and performing the integration (see chapterll)
we obtain
C*,
(5.5) (V) = — > ——mttYb tz^?*-r z
(29)
Yv'e now extend the definition (5.5) for complex values
z of r. Then (5.1) becomes
/
V ^ IZTT7' \
(5.6) ec-r. W*"~
which is an algebraic equation of order 4n-V-2.
If we write
(£TT)'/3 A fe




T ^ + ?a^ ±
w
0*)
(5.9, ^=-TTJ+lQ-^- ( J =1 >2, ,2n+ 1)
fes-IV
and the following notation has been introduced:
TTo^L i"H^ss |o4f-4+f|4—• + 4-^iw j




2. The expansion of the function •S - <^(?) .
In the preceding section of this chapter we have
assumed that
W
(5.4) S.o4g)e=. > Cfe e. ^
fear-W-
being of the form:
(5.11) |fe= co{*_+, (Xfe>o Cte=-*v..-i,o,i,....w)
and
We specialize the formulae by assuming °4. independen
of k,and ohbose
^ ti = <f>
in such a way that
S- oC(s) —^ o "Anr 5 > So
Prom (5.4) we obtain:
S.oC
(5.12) f<s) = s.od(s)e =
— >
e Co + > f (Cfe +-C-te) t (jCfe-C-te) S
£-=f
If od is properly chosen, f becomes almost zero
for s=s0 . Then (5.12) can be expand as an ordinary




^ ^ ;•* Ojd Q-k/ +■ bfe oxtv & ^
1
(31)
Comparing (5.13) with (5.12) one has
(5.14) a0=.Co j Cfe.+ G-fe= 3*, j t v-Cfe-C-t)^
and
(5.15) -«.= / ^ ~ qjj-
We see clearly that hy a fair adjustment of the va¬
lue of OC ,the expansion represents our function,
provided we take n conveniently large.
These formulae can be applied now in the following
way: as the potential function 4<?> tends to zero for
§->■00 ,the function o4(s) tends sharply to zero. One
can now choose a value of the constant ^ into abcisa
s^s0 in such a way that the function S°^(s) jjs small
enough to be neglected for all s>se , and '^(s) becomes
almost zero for s= sD . Then one can expand the function
f<?) in a Fourier series and take the first 2n+-l
terms of (5.13). After numerical evaluation of the
coefficients c^b^ one finds the constant c^'s from
(5.14),while ^ is determined by s0 with the help of
(5.15). The constants ere of the form =■ tot ± k
^ 2^ So (k=.0,l,2, ,n). Hence one calculates
the quantities '"[j from (5.10) (for which in the next
section will be given reccurrence formulae). Then from
(5.9) (with the help of (5.1)) one obtains the coeffi¬
cients of the algebraic equation (5.8),the roots
of which are determining the thermodynamical properties
(32)
as were discussed in chapter III.
3. Reccurrence formulae for the calculation of the
coefficients of the algebraic equation.
According to our notation (5.10),it follows:
(5.16) "TT^L. Hj- ^ (k=-n,. .-1,0,1,...n)
and in general
(5.1V) ^--15-?;-^
Both (5.16) and (5.17) can be simply expressed in the
form:
(5.18) TTj "TTj - ft 1T5-, 4- ?* - ft ^± f;J
On the other hand from (5.10) and (5.15) we obtain
ft>r
(5.19) "TTJ =. - CZ»x-H)oCz 4- 2.^ ,JL k
It also follows that
r









(5.21) TTj = 4- { TT».TTj_| - £ J
By making use of (5.17) we get for (5.21)
^
4 '
(5.22) ITj— 4- \if, Tlj-| —-TTS-2 X fa vTT~5 2. ft4J t2=-W- fe-a-H-
± £ £}
I
(5.23) = S.J l





Finally,from (5.11) and (5.15) it follows
l(V . > Vvi
4
*<SV"
We see clearly now how to proceed. By means of equation
^ ."2-j
(5.23) we calculate all the (j=1,2,...,n).
te=.-v\-
Then from (5.22) by putting j.= 2, , j-=.2n4-l
succesively,we calculate all the TIj . The TTj^can
then immediately obtained from (5.17).
(34)
CHAPTER VI. THE EQUATION OF STATE IN TERMS OF THE
EXPANSION.
In chapter III we obtained the equation of
state,namely
(6.1) +
x -c— ztu. f Criu
4- 2JL "ZfST, j *"• ^ ***■n- 3 e Jo
._2. (-**> Lr-a* \
+ ^ E.^ j. ^ e. j
We shall now express (6.1) in terms of the coeffi¬












r~ , ,ifi. ~ O*.
(6.6, ^w<r>e
From equation (2.15) for !>v^ it follows
ft'feu.) _±_ <5 5^
1 2roc &0'*
(6.7)
Since the summation in (6.1) is extended over the com¬
plex roots ,in the upper half plane,it follows from
(5.8) that
r bul0
•=• Su, + t "tu.
(6.8)
where ,sw and t^ are real positive numbers.
We introduce the following notation,
U>2. - a,
j \ _ A w. -4- <- (3 <
(6-S) < £. fk + *u.~
fe ——V*/ 1
i±







5" __5fc = A.. +i."B
\^ G>+»5*
/
2 ^ —• Au>
(36)
and ^ ^ ^
<yrt/» 2-
c
A_ <* - _ Ai + i B!'
(6.11) fcT-~
i QA«l,a»— *)
_ x_ 5" _3 - x/£-i&J!
(zttXIz — "2 "*1*V/* jr..
Hence,the last two terms in (6.1) become,according to
(6.5) , (6.6) end (6.9) , (6.10) and (6.11)
...»
and




CHAPTER VII. APPLICATION. THE EQUATION OF STATE FOR
ARuON.
1. The expansion of S.odis) for Tgl50° K.
In chapter V,section 2 we explained how to pro-
ceed to calculate the coefficients in the expansion of
the function S. c*<s) . In order to tabulate the func¬
tion */-<?) we assume the potential function to






For Argon the two constants a and b have the values
° £
(7.2)
i-o3 *\ov° o-kc A
r-IO
b = \&Zo k to A/tys X'2
respectively.
Figure 3 shows 4(s)
\
(38)





In figures 4 , 5 and 6 v/e have plotted the func¬
tions ■*(<§)= e**VkTL 1 and <j^)= S.oqs)
o.
respectively, where c<. has been chosen equal to 0.3A
and found to be very suitable to satisfy both condi¬
tions ,namely that S. o for s y sQ and ^ 0.
O
The value for s0 has been taken equal to 7.2 A, Hence
•y = 2?s.= © 8J1 4_/
(62)
(40)
Next step is concerned with the evaluation of the
coefficients C^'s in the expansion
lx-
s.o^s)^ L Q* e/(7.5)
tz=-
where we shall take n=*6. This gives
• • j '
(7.6) i|^)= Oo 4- z C<**. Co6-fe.-t-bfeS^&k)
Here the , 0*5 ftnd are determined by means
62)
of a Fourier analysis • We have fixed 12 points of
the curve ^(S) as given in figure 6,equally spaced in
the interval 0i=. s i= s0-= 7.2 A.
Fourier analysis form,which we give below,shows the
actual calculation for T= 150'* K.
FOURIER ANALYSIS FORM.
•C.S o
















(«, to uj 99.9.-m
291 599("„ to
Sums (v0 to u6)






(,.0 to ,3> 0,0.0 219... 225 262
<,, to V 565 6.23 384
.









Sums (r, to »^?^,60




*- a49 K> II •2X) ,-=2460
(0-866 x line above)
7-4.04 r2^L9.39 s,=1734 s2 = 795
"2=6.87^*,-*21 1 - 3-042 /2-0.7S ,^■8.230 1,-349 wa46,79| '4=1501
Sum of 1st column .
Sum of 2nd column
Sum
Diff.
„ _ 9.65,, =8.42
2
































8A4 = 67*4 H.-57& °/'3
(41)
We get from it,the following values for the (ex¬
pressed in A units) :
GU= 2.231 0<= -2.321 U = -6.321
3*= 1.366 3.646




2, Tho form of ftpr) . Approximate calculation of the
first three roots of the algebraic equation as a
function of density.
In chapter II we obtained an explicit expressioi
for JvT-) ,namely
(7.7)
in figure 7 we have plotted . fot? T=150° K.
(42)
The dashed curve in figure 7 represents the actual
function ^(jr) from which we have calculated the first
three roots. For this case,equation (5.8) reduces to:
(7.8) ^ =» o
—~ I
v/here the Xj 5 are given according to (5.9) by
=» a.250 - 0.0718/K/el X"
?2 =■ 0.602 + 3.949A"




since it follows from (5.19),(5.20),(5.16) and (5.7)
that
TTa^ 1.250 fcZ Ti;0=1.34 A"Z
?-4 p-A.
0.722 A-4"
"TTa = 0.602 A"4 TT*](o.58 - 0.523 ijA'^^O. 059 4-o. 047 i>A
tt3= -0.065 AC 7T?=0.58 + 0.523 . 059— 0.047 i) A"4"
and
2*=-0.090 A ; t=-°.072 A
.949 k~' j a^tryj2<vn?)= 3.950 A '
SGfcTJ^ i-450 A"h 1.157 A"*'4
The ct's have been obtained from the ate's and bte's
calculated in the last section by means of the follow,
ing equations
Ote- I bfe C-b =
M/Jt 4- C
(43)
Table 1 gives the final result. Here the notation












17.86 0.00 0.874 0.377
18 0.028 0.874 0.376
19 0.069 0.874 0.372
20 0.094 0.874 0.369
21 0.109 0.873 0.366
22 0.124 0.873 0.363
23 0.135 0.873 0.360
24 0.145 0.873 0.358
25 0.153 0.872 0.356
26 0.161 0.872 0.354
28 0.173 0.872 0.350
30 0.184 0.872 0.345
32 0.193 0.872 0.344
34 0.200 0.872 0.341
(44)
3. Calculation of the Integrals involving the complex
roots.
In Table 2 we give detailed calculation for the
numerical evaluation of the integral
C** i-f'io CT
(7.8) ^ e, dk= <• Z_s
The summation has been cut off after the third term,
since other terms do not give an appreciable contribu¬
tion. In what follows the notation will be the same as






a a ♦ •
17.86 7.436 -7.300 2.161 -1.049 1.248
18 6.792 -7.226 2.161 -1.052 0.676
19 6.039 -7.102 2.159 -1.055 0.041
20 5.656 -7.017 2.157 -1.057 -0.261
21 5.447 -6.963 2,155 -1.058 -0.418
22 5.263 -6.910 2.153 -1.059 -0.552
23 5.126 -6.867 2.152 -1.059 -0.648
24 5.012 -6.828 2.150 -1.060 -0.726
25 4.923 -6.796 2.149 -1.061 -0.785
26 4.837 -6.764 2.147 -1.061 -0.841
28 4.711 -6.714 2.145 -1.062 -0.919
30 4.606 -6.669 2.142 -1.062 -0.982
32 4.528 -6.634 2.141 -1.063 -1.028
34 4.457 -6 .602 2.139 -1.063 -1.068
(45)
In Table 3 we give detailed calculation for the nu-
' real t»a-rf of the.
merical evaluation of the/integral
c" ^.
(7.9) ^ roi.(r) e " 2__
Table 3
~*je y A p 5 ^ ?^ t
lo 1.241 -1.769 -1.522 0.711 1.622
12 1.240 -1.780 -1.585 0.713 1.645
15 1.237 -1.790 -1.651 0.714 1.669
16 1.236 -1.794 -1.668 0.715 1.676
17 1.235 -1.795 -1.683 0.715 1.681
17.85 1.234 -1.797 -1.695 0.716 1.686
17.86 1.234 -1.797 -1.695 0.716 1.686
18 1.234 -1.797 -1.697 0.716 1.687
19 1.233 -1.799 -1.709 0.716 1.692
20 1.232 -1.800 -1.719 0.716 1.696
21 1.231 -1.802 -1.731 0.716 1.700
22 1.230 -1.803 -1.739 0.716 1.703
23 1.229 -1.804 -1.747 0.717 1.706
24 1.228 -1.805 -1.755 0.717 1.709
25 1.227 -1.806 -1.762 0,717 1.711
26 1.226 -1.807 -1.768 0.717 1.715
28 1.225 -1.808 -1.780 0.717 1.719
30 1.223 -1.809 -1.790 0.717 1.723
32 1.222 -1.810 -1.799 0.718 1.727





10 -0.397 -0.VS5 )-0.897
12 -0.398 -0.783 40.948
15 -0.398 40.784 -1.002
16 —0.398 -0.785 -1.018
17 -0.398 -0.785 -1.026
17.85 —0.398 -0.785 -1.039
17.86 —0.398 -0.785 -1.039
IS -0.398 -0.785 -1.040
19 -0.398 -0.785 -1.051
20 -0.398 -0.786 -1.060
21 -0.398 -0.786 -1.070
22 -0.398 -0.786 -1.077
23 -0.398 -0.786 -1.084
24 -0.398 -0.787 -1.091
25 -0.398 -0.787 -1.098
26 -0.398 -0.787 -1.102
28 -0.398 -0.787 -1.113
30 -0.398 -0.787 -1.121
32 -0.398 -0.788 -1.129
34 -0.398 -0.788 -1.138
(46)
In Table 4 we give detailed calculations for the



















































































































































































































In Table 5 we give detailed calculations for the
numerical evaluation of the integral
r°° - 3 Cfe







,Ca_- + c~?_ Qj__ C-3_ AC, a3
10
• « •
17.86 -24.789 2.421 0.022 -0.103 -22.448
18 -20.680 2.794 -0.017 -0.094 -17.997
19 -16.349 3.262 -0.072 40.081 -13.239
20 -14.338 3.509 -0.105 40.073 -11.007
21 -13.303 3.644 40.124 -0.068 - 9.851
22 ' -12.418 3.762 -0.143 -0.063 - 8.862
23 -11.780 3.848 -0.157 -0.060 - 8.148
24 -11.260 3.920 -0.169 -0.057 - 7.566
25 -10.863 3.975 -0.179 -0.054 - 7.122
26 -10.490 4.026 -0.189 -0. 052 - 6.705
28 - 9.951 4.096 -0.204 -0.048
- 6.106
30 - 9.510 4.161 -0.216 -0.044 - 5.610
32 - 9.190 4.204 -0.226 -0.042 - 5.254
34 — 8.908 4.241 -0.235 -0.039 - 4.942
In fable 6 we give detailed calculations for the
numerical evaluation of the real part of the integral
(7.11} £ y» *<irl efi' <L-r = 2_
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In Table 7 we give detailed calculations for the




C. u C, kj C-l cz O C-2
0J C§.+*t) 0(f,+-a,)a
10 -1.668 0. 844 5.979 -0.257 0.761
12 -1.706 0.860 6.300 -0.259 0.815
15 -1.742 0.877 6.656 -0.262 0.874
16 -1.751 0.881 6.754 -0.262 0.889
17 -1.759 0.885 6.844 -0.263 0.902
17.85 -1.765 0.888 6.916 -0.263 0.913
17.86 -1.765 0.888 6.916 -0.263 0.913
18 -1.766 0.889 6.926 -C .263 0.915
19 -1.772 0.892 7.003 -0.264 0.926
20 -1.777 0.894 7.072 -0.264 0.936
21 -1.783 0.897 7.139 -0.264 0.946
22 -1.786 0.899 7.196 -0.264 0.954
23 -1.790 0.900 7.253 -0.265 0.962
24 -1.794 0.902 7.304 -0.265 0.969
25 -1.797 0.904 7.353 -0.265 0.976
26 -1.800 0.906 7.398 -0.265 0.982
28 -1.805 0.908 7.481 -0.266 0.993
30 -1.810 0.911 7.556 -0.266 11003
32 -1.813 0.913 7.619 -0.266 1.011
34 -1.817 0.915 7.679 -D.266 1.019
O v. Cs u C-3 c,' , A*V, A w CfuhY * CU+zt 2
10 -0.395 0.115 5.378
12 -0.399 0.116 5. 727
15 -0.404 0.116 6. 115
16 -0.405 0.116 6.221
17 -0.406 0.116 6. 319
17.85 -0.407 0.116 6. 398
17.86 -0.407 0.116 6 • 398
18 -0.407 0.116 6. 410
19 -0.408 0.116 6. 493
20 -0.409 0.116 6. 568
21 —0.410 0.116 6.641
22 -0.410 0.116 6. 704
23 -0.411 0.116 6. 765
24 -0.412 0.116 6.821
25 -0.412 0.112 6. 874
26 -0.413 0.116 6.924
28 -0.413 0.116 55.014
30 -0.414 0.116 7. 096
32 -0.415 0.116 7. 166
34 -0.416 0.116 7. 230
(50)
Similar calculations have been made for
(7.12,
For which in Table 8 we give the final result.
Table 8












































































4. The calculation of £ end the equation of state
for T=15Q°K.
In chapter III we obtained an explicit expression
for the parameter £- ,namely
A





= f T*ot(r)dLf=- X %= ne azA3
(7.i5) a= jf i7= - ? ^k)~ 30'r9^
and
(7.i6) c= _ r-/5'<N
In Table 9 we glee the values of G as well as the
final result for € as function of density.
Finally,using our equation of state (6.1) and the
results obtained in the last three sections we have
calculated the isotherm for T-s=150oK. In Table 10,
the pressure p is given as function of volume,for a
c.c of gas at normal pressure and temperature. The






































































In figure 8 we have plotted our results for 1=150° K,
The Isotherm Just obtained does not correspond
exactly with that of the critical temperature,but to
g lower one. If one assumes that the maximun of the
curve in the gas region gives approximately the cri¬
tical volume Vc ,one obtains for it the value
Vc=* 0.0052 c.c.
c&)









pc — 50 atmospneres
5• equstion of state for T= 150°K.
Similar calculations to those performed for




The results obtained in this investigation
confirm the views expressed in the theory of Born end
ureen dealing with the extension of the validity of
the equation of state to the liquid region. At the pre¬
sent stage of development,however,an exact quantitative
i
desc/ption of the facts eludes us. Considering the se¬
veral assumptions made in obtaining the final equation
therefore
of state,it would/appear that attention should be con¬
centrated on improving the approximation arrived at
through the introduction of the averaging parameter C •
Nevertheless there does emerge a clear qualita¬
tive picture of what happens in the transition from
the liquid to the gas phase; and,moreover,the method
used for the actual evaluation of the expressions
appearing in the equation of state,is now being used
by the author,with satisfactorily results,fol? the so¬
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